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How can background screening support recruitment process in 2022?

The recruitment process of new employees can be a challenge in today’s work environment. For any business, it is important to recruit
candidates that have the required qualification and integrity to do the job, but it is not always possible to accept candidates at their face
value. Creating a more efficient recruitment process has never been more important. Recruitment has become unpredictable and when
recruiters need to hire, they usually need to do it fast to ensure they don’t miss out on the best talent. To have an efficient hiring
process it is vital for businesses to examine the background of the candidates. This gives a better understanding of candidates’ abilities
and employment performance. We at giant screening believe background checks can help your business during the recruitment
process. 

Here are five powerful ways background screening can support your recruitment process in 2022.

protecting the organisation
Background checks are considered a preventive measure to ensure the integrity of the organisation and safety of the employees. In
todays’ climate, the recruitment process takes place on online mediums. It can be difficult to make hiring decision without meeting the
candidate. The job market is highly competitive because of the pandemic, for which reason candidates may exaggerate certain skills
and job experience to land themselves a job. However, background screening can support your hiring decision by verifying candidate
details. 

minimise bad hires
Stepping into 2022 should be marked with implementing adequate background checking measure. One bad hiring decision can result
in loss of resources and time. A bad hire can cost the employer around ₤15000 per annum. Moreover, the recruitment team must spend
extra time and resources in finding the replacement for every bad hire. Research shows that the cost of replacing a regular employee
range between 16% to 20% of their annual salary. Most companies have a desire to save costs and improve employee retention, so it
imperative you make the right decision. A good screening service provider like giant screening can ensure that you make the best
recruitment decision every time. 



improved regulatory compliance
According to a research, companies believe achieving compliance is the second most important businesses challenge, with 44% of the
companies responding that adequate background screening helped to improve compliance. Satisfactory screening of new and existing
employees can ensure businesses stay compliant to industry standards and regulatory requirements. Non-compliance with regulation
in place can result in fines and reputational damage for the business. Partnering with a third-party screening service provider like giant
can help mitigate the risk.

temporary workers
Businesses can be more agile to the increasing demands by hiring contract workers. Contract workers can fill the talent gap and deliver
the required services. However, companies need to be extra careful with these temporary workers. They have the access to same
information and data as any other full-time employee of the company. Conducting background checks on contingent employees can
ensure safety of data and sensitive information. 

positive onboarding experience 
Today, organisations need to realize that a positive onboarding process helps to improve employee retention. The onboarding process
is a strategic plan for any organisation to avoid employee turnover. A good onboarding strategy is more than paperwork, it is about
embracing the new employees into the existing teams and delivering them all the necessary things even before their first day. When it
comes to employee screening and onboarding your workers, you need a fast and flexible solution, so you do not lose talent, therefore
companies outsource to giant.

about giant
Since 1992 giant have provided specialist, end to end workforce management software and support services for organisations of all
sizes globally. When it comes to screening and onboarding your candidates, you need a fast and flexible solution, so you don’t lose
talent, this is why companies outsource to giant. We are passionate about your candidates journey therefore provide the technology
and industry knowledge you need to bring them on board efficiently and compliantly. We know one size doesn’t fit all, so we tailor our
system and processes to match your individual requirements. You can relax knowing your data is safe with us. Our commitment to
compliance protects your business from risk and our rigorous international security standard ISO 27001 ensures that your data is
GDPR secure.

click here to visit our website & find out more click here to arrange a free demo of our solution
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